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Abstract: Takagi-Sugeno type fuzzy models are widely used for model-based control and
model-based fault diagnosis. They provide high accuracy with relatively small and easy to
interpret models. The problem that we address in this paper is that data driven identification
of such fuzzy models is computationally costly. Whereas most identification algorithms for
Takagi-Sugeno models restrict the model’s generality in order to simplify the identification,
a different approach is taken here: we apply resilient propagation (RPROP), an efficient non-
linear optimization technique, for parameter identification in order to achieve a fast Takagi-
Sugeno modeling (FTSM) that is suited to model high-dimensional data sets containing a
large number of data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Takagi-Sugeno type fuzzy models (Takagi and
Sugeno, 1985; Sugeno and Kang, 1986; Sugeno and
Kang, 1988; Sugeno and Tanaka, 1991; Sugeno and
Yasukawa, 1993), also being referred to as TSK-
models (after Takagi, Sugeno, and Kang), are widely
used formodel-based control andmodel-based fault
diagnosis. This is due to the model’s properties of, on
one hand being a general nonlinear approximator that
can approximate every continuous mapping, and on
the other hand being a piecewise linear model that is
relatively easy to interpret (Johansen and Foss, 1995)
and whose linear submodels can be exploited for con-
trol and fault detection (Füsselet al., 1997; Balléet
al., 1997).

The generality of TSK-like models makes thedata
driven identification of such models very complex.
A fuzzy model consists of multiple rules, each rule
containing a premise part and a consequence part.
The premise part specifies a certain input subspace
by a conjunction of fuzzy clauses that contain the
input variables. The consequence part is a linear re-
gression model. The identification task includes two
subtasks:structure identification, like determination
of the number of rules and the determination of the

variables involved in the rule premises, andparameter
identification, the estimation of the membership func-
tion parameters and the estimation of the consequence
regression coefficients.

There is a possibility to address the three identi-
fication tasks separately: When fixing the structure
and the premise parameters, consequence parameter
identification becomes a linear optimization problem
and can therefore be solved by a linear least mean
squares optimization like singular value decomposi-
tion (SVD) (Klema and Laub, 1980; Männle, 1999).
Premise parameter optimization remains in any case
a nonlinear optimization problem. Finally, structure
identification, when solved exhaustively, is a combi-
natorial search problem.

Because of this complexity, most TSK-identification
algorithms simplify the model structure or apply
heuristics or so-called meta-optimization techniques
like genetic algorithms for structure identification and
(at least for the nonlinear part of) parameter optimiza-
tion: The algorithms LOLIMOT and Product Space
Clustering, as described in (Nelles, 1999; Nelleset
al., 1999), do not compute a premise parameter op-
timization but determine the structure and premise pa-
rameters by either heuristic search or fuzzy clustering



of the input-output space. In ANFIS (Jang, 1993; Jang
and Sun, 1995), the model structure is predefined as
a grid partition. Parameter optimization is then per-
formed by a hybrid learning rule, a combination of
least squares estimate and a gradient method (back-
propagation). In (Yenet al., 1998), the number of
rules created by the grid partition is finally reduced
by a pruning algorithm. The NFIN algorithm (Linet
al., 1999) in a first step performs a heuristic input
space partition (similar to clustering) and then opti-
mizes parameters using backpropagation.

Predefining the structure by a grid partition is not
suited for high-dimensional input spaces, since for a
N-dimensional input space partitioned intoK parts
at each dimension the initial partition containsKN

rules which cannot be handled any more already
for “medium-size” problems with, e. g.,k = 3 and
N = 10. We therefore use a bottom up approach
yielding a tree partition as described in (Sugeno and
Kang, 1988; Jang and Sun, 1995; Nelleset al., 1999;
Männle, 1999). The main problem when applying the
heuristic search is its computational cost because a
lot of models must be evaluated. So, the main idea
of this work is toapply a sophisticated optimization
technique for parameter identification which enables
the use of the heuristic search even when being ap-
plied to high-dimensional problems. For this purpose,
we chose resilient propagation (RPROP) (Riedmiller
and Braun, 1993; Braun and Riedmiller, 1993; Zellet
al., 1994) because it is easy to apply (only needs first
derivatives) but has a performance like second order
methods as for example the Levenberg-Marquardt al-
gorithm (Hagan and Menhaj, 1994).

The following sections provide a description of the
fuzzy model, the identification procedure (including
the derivatives necessary to apply RPROP), the identi-
fication of a nonlinear dynamical process, and a fault
detection experiment.

2. FUZZY IDENTIFICATION

Fuzzy identification is done for MISO systems (mul-
tiple input single output) system, i. e., the model per-
forms a mapping ˆy from anN-dimensional input vec-
tor u = (u1; : : : ;uN) 2 U1��� ��UN � IRN to an out-
put value ˆy 2 Y � IR.

2.1 The Fuzzy Model

Membership functions of TSK-models as used here
have a trapezoidal shape

F(u) := max(1;min(0;0:5+σ(u�µ))); (1)

with the parametersµ and σ to be optimized. The
parameterµ describes the location andσ describes the
steepness of the membership function. This type of
membership function is piecewise derivable, which is
necessary for applying RPROP. It is also possible to

use sigmoidal shape membership functions (Männle,
1996), yielding comparable results.

A fuzzy model containsD fuzzy sets Fd; d = 1; : : : ;D.
The index[d] 2 f1; : : : ;Ng denotes the input space
dimension in which the fuzzy setFd is valid. Theindex
set Ir contains the indices of all fuzzy sets that appear
in ruleRr.

A fuzzy set is valid in exactly one input space dimen-
sion and may occur in several rule premises. Theindex
set Jd of the fuzzy setFd ; d = 1; : : : ;D

Jd := f j : d 2 I j; j = 1; : : : ;Rg; (2)

contains the indices of all rules that haveFd in in their
premise.

Fuzzy rules may contain“full” consequences (C =N),
i. e., a linear equation of the input variables (Takagi-
Sugeno type) or“simple” consequences (C = 0), i. e.,
only a constant (Sugeno-Yasukawa type). The conse-
quence parameter vector is eitherc = (c0;c1; : : : ;cN)
or c = (c0).

Thefuzzy rule Rr has for the empty premiseIr = /0 the
general form

if TRUE then fr = c0r +c1r �u1+ : : :+ cNr �uN| {z }
optional (3)

and forIr 6= /0 the form

ifui1r isF1r and : : :anduinrr isFnrr then

fr = c0r +c1r �u1+ : : :+ cNr �uN| {z }
optional

;
(4)

where fr denotes the consequence of ruleRr.

Finally, thefuzzy model M consists of a set ofR fuzzy
rulesRr; r = 1; : : : ;R, i. e.

M := fR1; : : : ;RRg: (5)

Themembership wr of um to the ruleRr is given by

wr(um) :=
^
i2Ir

Fir(u[i]m) (6)

and by choosing theproduct as t-norm we obtain

wr(um) = ∏
i2Ir

Fir(u[i]m): (7)

Thenormalized membership vr(u) be

vr(u) :=
wr(u)

R
∑

k=1
wk(u)

: (8)

Finally, themodel output ŷ(u) is calculated viaproduct
inference (Larsen) andweighed average by

ŷ(u) =
R

∑
k=1

vk(u) � fk(u) =

R
∑

k=1

�
wk(u) � fk(u)

�
R
∑

k=1
wk(u)

:
(9)



2.2 Structure Identification

Problems of dimensionN � 10 make a bottom up
approach necessary. In this paper, a bottom up tree
partition algorithm is applied. The optimal structure is
determined by a heuristic search. The structure model-
ing starts with a one rule model that is further refined
at each epoch by adding one rule, i. e., partitioning
one of the models subspaces. At each epoch, the best
partitioning (i. e., the rule to split and the dimension
where to split) is determined by evaluation of all pos-
sibilities. The best performing model is then used as
starting point for the next epoch. For further details on
the heuristic search the reader may refer to (Sugeno
and Kang, 1988; Jang and Sun, 1995; Nelles, 1999;
Männle, 1999).

2.3 Parameter Identification

Parameter optimization minimizes the errorE2 which
is defined by the Euclidean normL2 for the model
output (9) as

E2 :=
1
2
kεk2

2 =
1
2

M

∑
m=1

�
ym�

R

∑
q=1

vq(um) � fq(um)
�2
:

(10)

We also investigated the use of theL1 norm. This usu-
ally results in slightly worse models, but the modeling
is more robust in presence of outliers in the training
data.

Identification of premiseand consequence parameters
is achieved through RPROP, a gradient descent algo-
rithm that was initially developed for neural network
training. It has a resilient parameter update step which
is based on a local adaption to the topology of the
target function (E2). Further details on RPROP can
be found in (Riedmiller and Braun, 1993; Braun and
Riedmiller, 1993; Zellet al., 1994; Männle, 1996).

In order to apply RPROP, one needs to compute the
derivatives of all parameters to be optimized, namely
the consequence parameters∂E2

∂cir
for all rules Rr and

the premise parameters∂E2
∂µd

and ∂E2
∂σd

for all fuzzy sets
Fd. The derivatives are given in appendix A.The re-
sulting formulae (A.3), (A.12), and (A.13) show many
equal terms which allows an efficient implementation:
The complexity of one RPROP iteration for input di-
mensionN, R rules andM patterns isO(RNM), the
same as for a feedforward step of allM patterns!

3. FAULT DETECTION

Fault detection is performed in two steps: symptom
generation and symptom evaluation.

3.1 Symptom Generation

There are different ways to gererate symptoms based
on TSK-like models, see for example (Füsselet al.,
1997; Balléet al., 1997). In this paper, the output
errors between model and process (residuals) during
(closed loop) operation are used as fault symptoms.

In order to isolate single faults in a set of multiple
faults it may be necessary to design symptoms. For
this purpose exist several methods, as for example the
parity space approach (Füsselet al., 1997; Balléet
al., 1997).

3.2 Symptom Evaluation

The easiest way to detect faults is to define borders
for the residuals which can be tolerated and to fire
an alarm if such a border is exceeded. In order to
make the detection more sensitive while still keeping
a low false alarm rate, methods for on-line detection
of jumps in means as a moving average filter or
a Page/Hinkley detector (Basseville, 1986) can be
applied. Then, the tolerable deviations can be choosen
considerably smaller.

To apply a Page/Hinkley detector, one must first define
the two parametersµinc and µdec of tolerable devia-
tions (of residual increase and decrease). Deviations of
and greater thanµ will be detected. The sensitivity of
the detector is adjusted by choosing the parameterλ.
A biggerλ makes the detection more robust, but also
yields a bigger detection delay. See (Basseville, 1986)
for further details.

4. EXAMPLE

4.1 Tank System Identification

In this section a simple nonlinear process is used as
an example to show the modeling capabilities of the
algorithm and how the identified model can be used
for fault detection.
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Figure 1. A simple tank system.

Figure 1 depicts a simple tank system. The fluid pours
out a the rateqout depending on the heighth and the
(constant) outlet planaout . The amountqin of fluid
flowing in depends on the angleϕ of the valve, which
is controlled depending on the fluid height, and the
(constant) maximal fluidQin. The fluid height depends



on the in/out streams and the tank planeA. The process
can be described by the following equations:

qin(t) = Qin �sin(ϕ(t)); ϕ 2 [0;π=2] (11)

qout(t) = aout

p
2gh(t); g = 9:81ms�2 (12)

h(t) = h(0)+
1
A

tZ

0

(qin(τ)�qout(τ))dτ:
(13)

For identification and test, discrete time data series
were generated with a sampling time of one sec-
ond, h(0) = 2m, A = 1m2, aout = 0:01m2, Qin =
0:12m3s�1, and an activationϕ shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2. Activationϕ (training and test data).
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Figure 3. Modeling error during identification.
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Figure 4. Simulation of tank system (training data).

The fluid levelh at discrete timek is to be identified
by the model, i. e.y(k) = h(k). Identification is done
using a series-parallel model:

ŷ(k) = f (ϕ(k�1);y(k�1)): (14)

Figure 3 depicts the root mean square error of the
first five models, starting with a one-rule linear model.
The accuracy of the five-rule model is sufficient and
identification can be stopped there. The simulation is
performed with the parallel model:

ŷ(k) = f (ϕ(k�1); ŷ(k�1)): (15)

The simulation of the training data is given in figure 4.

4.2 Fault Detection Experiment

In order to investigate the fault detection capabilities, a
fault injection experiment with two faults is presented:

(1) sudden hardware fault: valve leakage of 0.3 % of
Qin from k = 250, and

(2) drift sensor fault: drifting fromk = 250 to k =
350 the pressure sensor measures 0.75 % less
than the realh
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Figure 5. Simulation in presence of fault 1 and 2 (test
data).
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Figure 6. Residual of fault 1 (test data).
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Figure 7. Residual of fault 2 (test data).

Figure 5 depicts the simulation of the test data under
presence of fault 1 and fault 2. The residuals shown
in the figures 6 and 7, i. e. the deviations from the
model prediction and the real process, are small but
still big enough to be reliably detectable through a
Page/Hinkley detector.

During identification and tests it is found that the
modeling error remains smaller than 0:015m under
absence of faults. Therefore, a robust Page/Hinkley
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Figure 8. Detection of fault 1 and 2 (test data).

detector can be built by choosing the deviations to
detect as for exampleµinc = µdec = 0:015m. Figure 8
shows the the result of the Page/Hinkley detection.
The choice of a borderλ = 1 would reliably detect
the faults with a delay of about 120s.

5. CONCLUSIONS

TSK-like models combine the advantages of being
general approximators that can reach high accuracy
and being easy to interpret, since they are piecewise
linear models that are represented in a quite natural
way.

Owing to the generality of such models, the com-
putational complexity of data-driven identification is
very high. Therefore, the idea was toapply one of the
recent powerful nonlinear optimization techniques for
parameter optimization.

In the presented approach, RPROP, a sophisticated
nonlinear optimization technique, is successfully ap-
plied to the problems of premise and consequence
parameter optimization. The high efficiency of this
parameter optimization allows to apply theoriginal
heuristic search for structure identification, first pro-
posed in (Sugeno and Kang, 1988). This heuristic is
relatively costly with respect to the number of models
to be optimized and evaluated, but is well suited for
high-dimensional and large problems, since it auto-
matically determines the most important input vari-
ables and yields well-performing models with a low
number of rules (bottom up approach). Even more ex-
haustive search strategies show only marginally better
results (Johansen and Foss, 1995) and do not justify
the additional computational costs.

We developed the identification procedure FTSM to
automatically build TSK-models based on large and
high dimensional data sets. The application to fault
detection by the use of residuals is briefly described.
The usage of a Page/Hinkley detector in order to
achieve a more sensitive detection is presented and
shown by a fault injection experiment with a simple
tank system.

In our current work we further evaluate the capability
of FTSM to model nonlinear processes and investigate
methods for fault detection and isolation of multivari-
able processes.

Appendix A. DERIVATIVES FOR PARAMETER
OPTIMIZATION

From (10) we get withu0i := 1 for all consequence
parameterscir, r = 1; : : : ;R andi = 0; : : : ;C:

∂E2

∂cir
=

M

∑
m=1

(ym� ŷm)(�1)
R

∑
q=1

vq(um)
∂ fq(um)

∂cir (A.1)

with

∂ fq(um)

∂cir
= uim (A.2)

yielding

∂E2

∂cir
=

M

∑
m=1

�ε(um)
R
∑

k=1
wk(um)

�wr(um) �uim:
(A.3)

With (10) we obtain the partial derivations of the
fuzzy set parametersµ and σ for all fuzzy setsFd,
d = 1; : : : ;D as:

∂E2

∂µd
=�

M

∑
m=1

�
ε(um) �

R

∑
r=1

fr(um) �
∂vr(um)

∂µd

�
:
(A.4)

Derivating (8) for all examplesum;m = 1; : : : ;M,
all rules Rr,r = 1; : : : ;R, and all fuzzy setsFd,
d = 1; : : : ;D yields forr 62 Jd

∂vr(um)

∂µd
=

�wr(um) 
R
∑

q=1
wq(um)

!2 � ∑
j2Jd

∂wj(um)

∂µd (A.5)

and forr 2 Jd

∂vr(um)

∂µd
=

 
R
∑

q=1
wq(um)

!
∂wr(um)

∂µd
�wr(um) ∑

j2Jd

∂wj(um)

∂µd 
R
∑

q=1
wq(um)

!2 :
(A.6)

Combining (A.5) and (A.6) we get

R

∑
r=1

fr(um)
∂vr(um)

∂µd
=

1
R
∑

r=1
wr(um)

�

�
∑

r2Jd

fr(um)
∂wr(um)

∂µd

� ŷ(um) ∑
r2Jd

∂wr(um)

∂µd

�
:

(A.7)

Furthermore, from (7) we get for allr = 1; : : : ;R and
all d = 1; : : : ;D:

∂wr(um)

∂µd
= ∏

i2Ir
i6=d

Fi(u[i]m) �
∂Fd(u[d]m)

∂µd

=
wr(um)

Fd(u[d]m)
�
∂Fd(u[d]m)

∂µd
(A.8)

With

∂Fd(u[d]m)

∂µd
=

�
�σd ul < u[d]m < ur

0 else
(A.9)



and

∂Fd(u[d]m)

∂σd
=

�
u[d]m�µd ul < u[d]m < ur

0 else
(A.10)

with the limits

ul = µ�
0;5
jσj

and ur = µ+
0;5
jσj (A.11)

we finally obtain for allµd , d = 1; : : : ;D:

∂E2

∂µd
=

M

∑
m=1

ε(um)
R
∑

r=1
wr(um)

�

�
ŷ(um) ∑

r2Jd

wr(um)

� ∑
r2Jd

fr(um)wr(um)

�
�

�σd

Fd(u[d]m)
;

(A.12)

and correspondingly for allσd , d = 1; : : : ;D:

∂E2

∂σd
=

M

∑
m=1

ε(um)
R
∑

r=1
wr(um)

�

�
ŷ(um) ∑

r2Jd

wr(um)

� ∑
r2Jd

fr(um)wr(um)

�
�

u[d]m�µd

Fd(u[d]m)
:
(A.13)
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